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Dear Students, 

 

Greetings from GCS! 

 

 

 

 

It is with great pleasure and profound admiration; I extend my sincere congratulations on this momentous            

occasion to all the SEE graduates for transitioning to the new realm of secondary education. This time of the 

year marks the culmination of years of hard work, dedication, perseverance, and discipline. While students are 

delighted that they have conquered a considerably challenging and strenuous phase of their lives; there is an     

unprecedented amount of dilemma in their minds about the choices they are going to make regarding their          

academic expedition. Therefore, I would like to unravel some valid points that will surely assist you to make a 

firm decision regarding your high school education.  

 

Crafting the way to successful academic avenues since 2052 BS, we, the Global Collegiate School, are much 

pleased to announce that this year we are completing our 28 years of excellence and celebrating our unremitting 

trials to be one of the leading educational foundations in Pokhara. Located in Ranipauwa, Pokhara Metropolitan 

City, GCS, has been endeavoring to be a dedicated leader in the education sector by bestowing holistic,                 

meaningful, and innovative learning platforms to students of all backgrounds in the vicinity of Kaski district. We 

adapt to the ever-changing education system of Nepal and attempt to create a learning environment, faculty, 

and opportunities that are well embedded in our Nepali culture and are definitely equivalent to the international 

standard. 

 

In contemporary times, the paramount significance of quality education cannot be overstated, as it serves as the 

fulcrum for societal progress and individual empowerment. At GCS, we believe that the insightful cultivation of 

knowledge and the dissemination of learning through robust educational frameworks foster intellectual acuity, 

critical thinking, and incisive discernment among learners.  An educational institution is the most revered,       

responsible, and trustworthy part of our country that must stay unpolluted in every aspect. Thus, we are fully 

attentive and prepared to cultivate a virtuous pilgrimage of education., where we support our students with  a 

variety of programs, scholarships, research activities, and opportunities.   

 

Global has been continuously greeting pupils from heterogeneous socio-economic backgrounds. We take great 

pride in our safe, friendly, and supportive milieu that students get to experience every day. Global classrooms are 

embellished with boundless prospects for students to explore. Beyond the classroom, Global offers a plethora of 

extracurricular activities that cater to a wide range of interests.  Our exceptional faculty members, who are not 

only experts in their respective fields but also dedicated mentors and guides, are passionate about igniting your 

intellectual curiosity and helping the students develop the skills necessary to thrive in an ever-changing world. 

 

I would also like to take this opportunity to  inform our aspiring students, our credulous parents, and all our well-

wishers that in the year 2022, 8 of our alumni completed their Ph.D. from world-renowned universities in Japan, 

USA, and Australia. Thus, GCS rightfully can take pride in creating global citizens; keeping our evergreen motto alive: 

Come to learn and Go to Serve.  

 

Finally, I invite you to embark on this transformative journey with us, where your aspirations will be cherished, 

and your dreams will take flight. Join our vibrant community of scholars, innovators, and leaders and embrace 

the opportunities that lie ahead. Welcome to GCS! 

 

Baburam Panta  

Principal 

A Silver Lining 
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Aims/Objectives 

Our main aim is to produce skillful, productive and responsible citizens. To accomplish this aim, our objectives 

are; 

 to create an environment that encourages the pursuit of academic excellence of each student to the maximum 

degree, 

 To enhance the capacity for independent judgement, 

 To lay strong foundation for future development, 

 To encourage pupils to acquire values, attitudes, ideas and skill which assist them in their personal and    

social life, 

 To provide opportunity of leadership and responsibility, 

 To develop self-esteem and concern of our students, and parents, 

 To develop physical health, dexterity and grace, and 

 To encourage students to participate to the best of their ability in sports, music, drama, art, digital learning 

and other indoor and outdoor activities. 

Global Pedagogy 

Facilities 

All the classes run in the bright, spacious and cosy classrooms equipped with comfortable  

furniture. Environment-friendly green board in each classroom     is a part of our mission to 

make dust-free school.  

We have been adopting a student-centered methodology in teaching-learning               

activities. Students at GCS do not only study but also explore innovative cum 

pragmatic ways of learning, sharing and communicating. Key features of our             

teaching methodology include: 

 ample opportunity to do experiments in science and computer lab 

 library visit and consultation of reference books, journals, magazines, and   

newspapers 

 regular assignment of project works, presentation and certification 

 weekly assessment and feedback 

 regular counselling and training programme 

 field trips to different historical and culturally important places 

 optimum use of multi-media and digital learning 
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LIBRARY 

To encourage students to explore and learn themselves, we have an   opulent library 

with more than sixteen thousand books and twenty plus different newspapers and          

magazines subscriptions. The library also has a separate reference section for           

numerous reference books and encyclopedias.  

SCIENCE LAB 

Global has three separate science laboratories one each for Physics, Chemistry, and  

Biology. In addition, for secondary-level students, a separate lab has been managed. All 

the labs are well-equipped, easy to use, and up to a high safety standard. 

COMPUTER LAB 

To enable our students to match their steps with the ever-rising IT field, GCS provides 

students with access to around fifty computers in the  internet-enabled computer lab. 

AUDITORIUM & AV LAB 

The school has a techno-friendly auditorium, with the capacity of 250 people, which has 

made scholarly presentation, extracurricular activities, group counselling, exhibition and 

other mass activities easy to run. Furthermore, to make teaching-learning process more 

effective and lively, students get to use our fully equipped AV Lab to explore                 

documentaries, movies, and educational videos.  

CAFETERIA 

The school cafeteria serves interested students hygienic, fresh and nutritious breakfast 

and lunch during the breaks. We are constantly introducing fresh menus to satisfy our 

students having diverse taste.  

GAMES & SPORTS 

GCS encourages its students to actively take part in games and sports for the all-round development of the students. 

The school has Table-Tennis Hall, Badminton, Basketball, Volleyball, Handball courts, 5- a-side Football ground, 

within the school premises to aid to the involvement of students in games and sports. The Physical Education                      

department provides students with opportunities for all these activities.  In 2079 HISSAN inter-school competitions, 

our students bagged prestigious prizes in various games. 

TRANSPORTATION 

The students can have access to Global from 

all nooks and corners of Pokhara  valley with 

our wide transportation service.  

EXTRA-CURRICULAR             

ACTIVITIES 

The school regularly organizes various                     

extracurricular activities for the all round and            

harmonious development of the students. These 

include quiz, debate, games and sports, singing, 

dancing, annual presentation for developing      

research skills etc. Besides a week long sports meet 

and field events are organized annually along with 

the numerous events that run throughout the year.  
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VEDA: SCHOOL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

GCS uses separate interactive apps called VEDA (for guardians) and VEDA 

GURU (for teachers) for automation of all school activities , connectivity, and 

easy monitoring. The teachers and the guardians can, thus, have easy access to 

school management system all round the clock.  

SCHOLARSHIP 

GCS offers wide range of scholarships to the deserving and needy students.                

Entrance toppers of each faculty will also enjoy the free-ship of 100 percent tuition fee.  

DRESS CODE 

Boys  Girls 

Pinkish Grey Shirt Pinkish Grey Shirt 

Dark Grey Pant Dark Grey Skirt/Pant 

Black Coat /Black V-necked 

Sweater 

Black Coat/Black V-necked 

Sweater 

Black Leather Shoes Black Leather Shoes 

Black Shocks Black Shocks 

School Tie School Tie 

Programmes Offered in Class XI & XII 

 Science 

 Management  

Shifts & Timings 

 

The school runs six days a week from Sunday     to Friday. 

Classes of science run only in the day (from 10 a. m. to 5 

p. m.) whereas classes of management run both in the 

morning (from 6 a. m. to 10 a. m.) and in the afternoon 

(from    10 a.m. to 2 p. m.)  

 
 The school conducts regular internal assessments along with 

the terminal exams. Students’ performance records are               

maintained and reported to the respective parents/ guardians. 

Besides the examinations, the school management along with 

teachers closely observe every students’ behavioral and                   

academic activities.  

Evaluation System Admission Process 

There are limits to the number of students that can be        

enrolled to each programme. GCS, thus, adopts well defined 

criteria and procedure  for student admission. The  prospective 

students should fulfil the eligibility criteria and undergo the 

procedure. Enrollment in Management, requires 2.4 GPA and  

students seeking to join Science stream require to obtain 2.8 

GPA in SEE.   
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1. Nanda Lal Tripathee (M.Sc., UK) 
2. Ashok Ojha (M.Sc., TU) 
3. Anil Poudel (M.Sc., TU) 

1. Arjun Poudel (M.Sc., TU) 
2. Dilip Shrestha (M.Sc., TU) 
3. Shishir Kadel (M.Sc., TU) 

1. Nagendra Bahadur Bhandari (Ph.D., TU) 
2. Dilli Ram Ghimire (M.A., TU) 
3. Narayan Prasad Sapkota (M.Phil., NOU) 
4. Kamal Raj Regmi (M.A., UK) 
5. Bindu Prasad Subedi Thakit (M.A. TU) 
6. Bhabika Dangol (M.A., TU) 

 

1. Narayan Subedi (M.Sc., TU) 
2. Narmada Rana  (M.Sc., TU) 

1. Nepal Prakash Adhikari (M.A., TU) 
2. Kabiraj Baral  (M.A., TU) 
3. Lalmani Pokhrel (M.A., NOU) 
4. Basanti Basnet (M.A. TU) 
5. Shiva Hari Subedi (M.A., TU) 

1. Kamal Raj Regmi (M.A., UK) 
2. Bindu Prasad Subedi Thakit (M.A. TU) 
3. Hari Krishna Pokhrel (M.Ed., TU) 

1. Drona Raj Upadhaya (MBS, 
2. Mansingh Chaudhary (MBS, TU) 
3. Aashish Dhungana (MBA, Australia) 

 
1. Bhal Bahadur Chhetri (M.A., TU) 
2. Narayan Sharma (M.A., B.Ed., TU) 
3. Krishna Prasad Lamichhane (M.Phil., TU) 

 
1. Er. Achyut Dhewajoo (B.E, Software, PU) 

 
1. Prakash Parajuli (MBA., TU) 
2. Gautam Poudel (MBA.,TU) 
3. Arjun Prasad Sapkota (MBA, UK) 
4. Ram Raj Parajuli (MBS, M.Ed., TU) 

Mathematics 

1. Baburam Panta (M.Sc., TU) 
2. Bed Prasad Sharma (M.Ed., TU) 
3. Ramesh Raj Dhakal (M.Ed., TU) 
4. Arjun Aryal (M.Sc., TU) 

Physics 

chemistry 

biology 

english 

nepali 

Social Studies 

Accountancy 

Economics 

Business Studies 

Computer 

FACULTY  
     MEMBERS 
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1. Prof. Dr. Birendra Singh Gurung, Ex-Campus Chief, PN Campus 

2. Tika Ram Koirala, Ex– HOD, English Dept., PN Campus 

3. Dr. Buddhi Bahadur Thapa, Ex-VC, Pokhara Academy of Health Sciences 

4. Prof. Dr. Krishna K.C., Environmentalist 

5. Dr. Anil Subedi, Agriculture Scientist  

Administrative  
Team 

Advisory Board 

Nandalal Tripathee 
Director 

Baburam Panta 
Principal 

Padma Raj Dhakal 
Vice-Principal 

Bed Prasad Sharma 
Vice-Principal 

Narayan Prasad Sharma 
+2 Coordinator 

Reminiscences of the year 2079 

***Come to Learn Go to Serve*** 



Hundreds of Stories… 

Thousands of Dreams… 

Millions of Steps… 

   GLOBAL  

    COLLEGIATE SCHOOL 
Ranipauwa, Pokhara, Nepal 

Phone: +977-061-574604, +977-061-577813, 
+977-061-585817(10+2 office) 

Website: www.globalcollegiate.edu.np 
Email: globalschool452@gmail.com/
gcspower52@gmail.com 
Social Media: #GCS Power 


